Brownian and essential dynamics studies of the HIV-1 integrase catalytic domain.
The three-dimensional structure of the active site region of the enzyme HIV-1 integrase is not unambiguously known. This region includes a flexible peptide loop that cannot be well resolved in crystallographic determinations. Here we present two different computational approaches with different levels of resolution and on different time-scales to understand this flexibility and to analyze the dynamics of this part of the protein. We have used molecular dynamics simulations with an atomic model to simulate the region in a realistic and reliable way for 1 ns. It is found that parts of the loop wind up after 300 ps to extend an existing helix. This indicates that the helix is longer than in the earlier crystal structures that were used as basis for this study. Very recent crystal data confirms this finding, underlining the predictive value of accurate MD simulations. Essential dynamics analysis of the MD trajectory yields an anharmonic motion of this loop. We have supplemented the MD data with a much lower resolution Brownian dynamics simulation of 600 ns length. It provides ideas about the slow-motion dynamics of the loop. It is found that the loop explores a conformational space much larger than in the MD trajectory, leading to a "gating"-like motion with respect to the active site.